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ABSTRACT
In sub-100nm CMOS processes, delay and leakage power reduc-
tion continue to be among the most critical design concerns. We
propose to exploit the recent availability of fine-grain exposure
dose control in the stepper to achieve both design-time (place-
ment) and manufacturing-time (yield-aware dose mapping) op-
timizations of timing yield and leakage power. Our placement
and dose map co-optimization can simultaneously improve both
timing yield and leakage power of a given design. We formu-
late the placement-aware dose map optimization as a quadratic
program, and solve it using an efficient quadratic programming
solver. In this paper, we mainly focus on the placement-aware
dose map optimization problem; in the Appendix, we describe
the complementary but less impactful dose map-aware placement
optimization, and an efficient cell swapping heuristic. Experi-
mental results are promising: with typical 90nm stepper (ASML
Dose Mapper) parameters, we achieve more than 8% improve-
ment in minimum cycle time of the circuit without any leakage
power degradation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.7.2 [Hardware]: INTEGRATED CIRCUITS—Design Aids;
J.6 [Computer Applications]: COMPUTER-AIDEDENGINEER-
ING

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Performance

Keywords
Dose Map, Placement, Timing Yield, Leakage Power Reduction

1. INTRODUCTION
Continued scaling of feature sizes in integrated circuits (ICs)

drives improvements of integration complexity and device speed
with each successive technology node. In sub-100nm process
nodes, manufacturing variations are the primary sources of de-
sign performance variability and parametric yield loss. To mini-
mize the impact of manufacturing variations on performance vari-
ability, the manufacturing process itself can be improved, and/or
designs can be made robust to variations. Improvements to the
manufacturing process require, most prominently, advanced tech-
niques in reticle enhancement, mask making, and optical litho-
graphic equipment – all of which increase the manufacturing cost
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and subsequently the design cost. As a result, so-called Design
for Manufacturability (DFM) techniques [1] have received great
attention within the electronic design and electronic design au-
tomation communities.
Critical dimension (CD) variation is a dominant factor in the

variation of delay and leakage current of transistor gates in in-
tegrated circuits. With advanced manufacturing processes, CD
variation is worsening due to a variety of systematic variation
sources at both within-die and reticle- or wafer-scale; the lat-
ter sources include radial bias of spin-on photoresist thickness,
etcher bias, reticle bending, uniformity of wafer starting materi-
als, etc. A statistical leakage minimization method is proposed
in [2], which obtains significant improvement in total leakage
reduction by simultaneously varying the threshold voltage, gate
sizes and gate lengths. [3] proposed to apply gate-length (CD) bi-
asing only on the devices in non-critical paths for leakage power
control without negative effects on timing.
A recent technology from ASML, called DoseMapper [7, 8],

allows for optimization of ACLV (Across-Chip Linewidth Vari-
ation) and AWLV (Across-Wafer Linewidth Variation)1 using an
exposure dose (or, simply, dose) correction scheme. DoseMap-
per in the ASML tool parlance exercises two degrees of control,
Unicom-XL and Dosicom [5], which respectively change dose
profiles along the lens slit and the scan directions of the step-
and-scan exposure tool.
Today, the DoseMapper technique is used solely (albeit very

effectively - e.g., [6]) to reduce ACLV or AWLV metrics for a
given integrated circuit during the manufacturing process. How-
ever, to achieve optimum device performance (e.g., clock fre-
quency) or parametric yield (e.g., total chip leakage power), not
all transistor gate CD values should necessarily be the same. For
devices on setup timing-critical paths in a given design, a larger
than nominal dose (causing a smaller than nominal gate CD) will
be desirable, since this creates a faster-switching transistor. On
the other hand, for devices that are on hold timing-critical paths,
or in general that are not setup-critical, a smaller than nominal
dose (causing a larger than nominal gate CD) will be desirable,
since this creates a less leaky (although slower-switching) transis-
tor. What has been missing, up to now, is any connection of such
“design awareness” – that is, the knowledge of which transistors
in the integrated-circuit product are setup or hold timing-critical
– with the calculation of the DoseMapper solution.2
In this paper, we propose a novel method to enhance timing

yield as well as reduce leakage power by combined dose map and
placement optimizations. The contributions of our work are as
follows.
• A novel method of enhancing circuit performance and para-
metric yield based on the dose map technology.

1ACLV is primarily caused by the mask and scanner, while
AWLV is affected by the track and etcher [9].
2Optimization of gate CDs according to setup or hold timing
(non-)criticality has been used by [3]. What we propose below
uses a coarser knob (i.e., the dose map) for design-aware CD con-
trol, but has the advantage of not requiring any change to the mask
or OPC flows.
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• A new design- and equipment-aware dose map optimiza-
tion (DMopt) method that uses dose to modulate gate poly
CD across the exposure field, so as to optimize a function
of delay and leakage power of the circuit.

• A new dose map-aware placement optimization (dosePl)
heuristic that considers systematic CD changes at differ-
ent areas within a given dose map, and seeks to optimize
circuit timing yield by selectively re-placing critical and
near-critical cell instances based on golden extraction and
timing analysis results.

Note that two distinct optimizations are possible, i.e., the place-
ment-aware dose map optimization (DMopt) and the dose map-
aware placement optimization (dosePl). This paper mainly fo-
cuses on DMopt. However, dosePl (in the Appendix) is also at-
tempted on a placement-aware timing and leakage optimized dose
map. Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
fundamentals on the DoseMapper concept. Section 3 describes
details of the design-aware dose map optimization. Section 4 dis-
cusses the overall optimization flow. The experimental results are
presented in Section 5.

2. DOSEMAPPER FUNDAMENTALS

Slit Position

Scan D
irection

X-slit: Unicom Y-scan: Dosicom

Figure 1: Unicom-XL and Dosicom, which change dose pro-
files in slit- and scan-directions, respectively. Source: [4].

Figure 1 shows the intrafield DoseMapper concept. In Fig-
ure 1, the slit exposure correction is performed by Unicom XL.
The actuator is a variable-profile gray filter inserted in the light
path. The default filter has a second-order (quadratic) profile, and
ASML [10] recommends use of a quadratic slit profile to model
data in the slit direction. It is also possible to obtain a customized
profile: lithography systems with Unicom XL (e.g., the XT:1700i
machine) support a slit profile up to 8th order in the dose recipe.
Additionally, a maximum gradient constraint of 1% per mm at
mask scale in the slit direction is applied in the CD Analyzer
to calculate the dose recipe; this limits the correction range for
higher-order corrections. Overall, a correction range of ±5% can
be obtained with Unicom-XL for the full field size of 26mm in
the X-direction.
Scan exposure correction is realized by means of Dosicom,

which changes the dose profile along the scan direction. The dose
generally varies only gradually during scanning, but the dose pro-
file can contain higher-order corrections depending on the expo-
sure settings. The dose set, Dset(x), is used to model parame-
ters for a dose recipe formed of Legendre polynomials (Legendre
functions of the first kind) as

Dset(x) =
8

∑
n=1
LnPn (1)

where Ln are Legendre coefficients and Pn are Legendre polyno-
mials. Up to eight Legendre coefficients can be supported. The
correction range for the scan direction is ±5% (10% full range)
from the nominal energy of the laser. When the requested X-slit
and Y-scan profiles are sent to the lithography system, they are
converted to system actuator settings (one Unicom-XL shift for
all fields, and a dose offset and pulse energy profile per field).

Figure 2: Dose sensitivity: increasing dose (red color) de-
creases the CD.

Dose sensitivity is the relation between dose and critical dimen-
sion, measured as CD [nm] per percentage [%] change in dose.
Increasing dose decreases CD as shown in Figure 2, i.e., the dose
sensitivity has negative value. To calculate the dose sensitivity
(�CD/�E, [nm/%]), a Focus-Exposure Matrix (FEM) must be
exposed on a product wafer for each product layer using standard
production settings (e.g., reticle (6% attPSM), resist and illumi-
nation settings).

3. DOSE MAP OPTIMIZATION FOR
IMPROVED DELAY AND LEAKAGE

Dose Map Optimization Problem
The design-aware dose map problem, for the objective of timing
yield and leakage power, can be stated as follows. Given place-
ment P with timing analysis results, determine the dose map to
improve timing yield as well as reduce total device leakage.
In the following, for simplicity of exposition we assume that

the reticle area taken by a single copy of the integrated circuit
is the same as the area of the exposure field. In practice, the
exposure field will contain one or more copies of the integrated
circuit(s) being manufactured. It is simple to extend the proposed
algorithms to the case where the exposure field contains multiple
copies of the integrated circuit(s) being manufactured; smooth-
ness or gradient constraints are scaled, and multiple copies of the
dose map solution are tiled horizontally and vertically.
For the dose map optimization problem, we partition the ex-

posure field into a set of rectangular grids R = |ri, j|M×N where
the (uniform) width and height of rectangular grid ri, j are both
less than or equal to a user-specified parameter G. G controls the
granularity of the dissected rectangular grids: a smaller value of
G corresponds to a larger number of rectangular grids, along with
a more precisely specified new dose map and better timing yield
improvement. However, G cannot be too small because of current
DoseMapper equipment limitations. G can be determined so as to
balance between DoseMapper equipment constraints and timing
yield improvement.

Circuit Delay Calculation
A typical dose sensitivityDs at≤ 90nm is -2nm/% [6]; we assume
this value below in our experimental evaluations. Gate length
changes linearly with dose tuning, i.e, ΔLp = Ds × di, j , where
ΔLp is the gate length change of gate p and di, j is a percentage
value which specifies the relative change of dose in the rectangu-
lar grid ri, j wherein the gate is located.
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Figure 3: Delay of an inverter vs. gate length.
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Figure 3 shows SPICE-calculated transistor delay values as
gate lengths are varied in an inverter that is implemented in 70nm
technology node. Channel lengths of the PMOS and NMOS de-
vices are equal. TPLH and TPHL represent the low to high propa-
gation delay and the high to low propagation delay, respectively.
From Figure 3, the gate delay varies linearly with gate length
around the nominal feature size of 70nm. Our background exper-
iments tested Liberty delay model tables of 50 different standard
cell masters, and confirmed all the cell masters such an approx-
imate linear relationship for a given pair of input slew and load
capacitance.
When the gate length changes in a small range, the effects

of the change on other topologically adjacent gates are typically
small.3 Hence, we assume that the gate delay increases linearly
as the gate length increases. Since gate length increases linearly
when the dose on the gate varies, there is a linear relationship
between the change of gate delay and the change of dose on the
gate, i.e, Δtp = t ′p− tp = Ap×ΔLp = Ap×Ds× d(r(p)). Here,
tp and t ′p are the delay of gate p before and after the percentage
dose change d(r(p)) in the rectangular grid r(p) where gate p is
located, ΔLp is the change in gate length of gate p, and Ap is a
fitted parameter that is dependent on input slew and load capaci-
tance of each gate. In other words, for each distinct standard cell,
and for each combination of input slew and load capacitance, a
different value of Ap is obtained from processing of Liberty non-
linear delay model tables. Total runtime of this procedure for an
entire production standard-cell library is less than an hour on a
single processor.
For circuit delay calculation, without loss of generality we con-

sider a combinational circuit with n gates as in [11]. Sequential
circuits may be addressed similarly, e.g., by ‘unrolling’ them, us-
ing standard techniques, to combinational circuits that traverse
from primary inputs and sequential cell outputs, to sequential cell
inputs and primary outputs. For a given combinational circuit, we
add to the corresponding circuit graph one fictitious source node,
which connects to all primary inputs, and one fictitious sink node,
which connects from all primary outputs. Nodes are indexed by a
reverse topological ordering of the circuit graph, with the source
and sink nodes indexed as n+1 and 0, respectively.

Leakage Power Quadratic Approximation
For simplicity, we do not include dose-dependent change of wire
delay in our problem formulation; note that a dose map optimiza-
tion on the transistor gate layer of the IC will not affect wire
pattern, and thus will not affect golden wire parasitics. In our
implementation, wire delay is obtained from golden static timing
analysis reports and added in between gates.
• Objective: minimize λ×T +ΔPleakage
• Subject to:

L≤ di, j ≤U ∀ i ∈ [1,M], j ∈ [1,N] (2)⎧⎨
⎩
|di, j−di+1, j+1| ≤ δ ∀ i ∈ [1,M−1], j ∈ [1,N−1]
|di, j−di, j+1| ≤ δ ∀ i ∈ [1,M], j ∈ [1,N−1]
|di, j−di+1, j| ≤ δ ∀ i ∈ [1,M−1], j ∈ [1,N]

(3)

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

aq ≤ T ∀ q ∈ f anin(0)
ap+ t ′q ≤ aq ∀ p ∈ f anin(q) (q= 1, · · · ,n)
0≤ an+1
t ′p = tp+Ap×Ds×d(r(p))

(4)

In our optimization, we assume that the change of leakage
power of a gate is a quadratic function of the gate length changes4,
i.e, ΔP(ΔLp) = α×ΔLp+β×(ΔLp)2 for gate p. Assume that the
3We recognize that off-path loading, slew propagation, and
crosstalk timing windows can all change, and will be eventually
accounted for precisely by golden signoff analysis. However, we
assume in our optimization framework - as is fairly standard in
the sizing literature - that these effects are negligible, and we val-
idate our results with golden signoff analysis.
4We recognize that leakage power is exponential in gate length.
We use a quadratic approximation to facilitate the problem for-
mulation and solution method.

original dose in the chip area is uniform. The goal of the design-
aware dose map optimization (DMopt) is to tune the dose map
to adjust the channel lengths of the gates and thereby reduce a
weighted sum of circuit delay and total leakage power, subject to
upper and lower bounds on delta dose values per grid, and a dose
map smoothness bound to reflect the fact that exposure dose must
change gradually between adjacent grids.
Equation (2) specifies the correction range on the dose, where

L and U are user-specified or equipment-specific parameters for
the lower and upper bounds on the dose. Equation (3) specifies a
smoothness constraint on the dose, which implies that the doses in
neighboring rectangular grids should differ by a bounded amount.
Equation (4) denotes the delay constraint when the delays of the
gates are scaled during the dose adjustment process. In Equa-
tion (4), ap represents the arrival time at node p, which is the
maximum delay from source node n+ 1 to node p; r(p) is the
rectangular grid in which gate p is located; and d(r(p)) is the
change in percentage of dose in the grid r(p). The calculation
of the total leakage power of the gates in the circuit is given by
Equation (5). Note that the parameters Ap in Equation (4) and αp
and βp in Equation (5) are all gate-specific, i.e., different values
of the parameters are used for different types of gates as well as
for gates of the same type that have different input slews and load
capacitances.

ΔPleakage =
M
∑
i=1

N
∑
j=1

∑
p∈ri, j

αp×Ds×di, j+βp×D2s ×d2i, j (5)

The above problem formulation5 is a quadratic programming
problem, which can be solved using classic quadratic program-
ming methods. In particular, we use CPLEX [12] in the experi-
mental platform described below.

Figure 4: Flow of the timing and leakage power optimization
with integrated DMopt and dosePl (in the Appendix).

4. TIMING AND LEAKAGE POWER
OPTIMIZATION FLOW

The Overall Optimization Flow
Figure 4 shows the whole flow integrating DMopt together with
dosePl (discussed in the Appendix) for timing and leakage opti-
mization. Note that the timing and leakage optimization flow is
carried out after Vth and Vdd assignment processes. For the tim-
ing and leakage related dose map optimization problem, the in-
put consists of the original dose map, the characterized standard-
cell timing libraries (or, other timing models that comprehend
5The optimization result is feasible for the equipment, as a con-
sequence of the constraints (2) and (3).
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the impact of dose on transistor gate length) for different gate
lengths, and the circuit with placement and routing information.
By “placement and routing information”, we also include implicit
information that is necessary for timing and power analyses, e.g.,
extracted wiring parasitics. With the nominal gate-length cell
timing and power libraries, and the circuit itself with its place-
ment, routing and parasitics data, timing analysis can be per-
formed to generate the input slews and output load capacitances
of all the cells. With the input slews and output load capacitances
of all the cells, the original dose map, and characterized cell li-
braries of different gate lengths, the dose map optimization is ex-
ecuted to determine doses that adjust gate lengths of the cells for
timing and leakage optimization, subject to dose map constraints.
Finally, the optimal dose map is output.

Figure 5: Detailed view of design-aware dose map optimiza-
tion flow.
According to the optimal dose map, the cell instances in dif-

ferent grids of the dose map will have different gate lengths as
well as different cell masters in the characterized cell libraries,
i.e., the design will be updated according to the dose map. With
the characterized cell libraries, timing analysis is performed on
the new design with the updated cell masters to identify the top
K (e.g., K = 10000) critical paths for the complementary dosePl
(see the Appendix) process to optimize. The dosePl process is
based on a cell swapping strategy, which may introduce an illegal
placement result. Therefore, a legalization process is invoked to
legalize the swapped cells. ECO routing is then executed for the
affected wires to refine the design with optimized timing yield.

Summary of the Dose Map Optimization Flow
The dose map optimization in Figure 5 is summarized as follows.
The input consists of the original dose map, the characterized cell
libraries of different gate lengths, and the input slews and output
capacitances of all the cells in the circuit. From the characterized
cell libraries of different gate lengths, the coefficients in the linear
function of delay and quadratic function of leakage power on gate
length are calibrated. Note that when gate delay calculation in the
cell libraries adopts a lookup table method, where the entries are
indexed by input slews and output capacitances, the coefficients
of the delay functions may be calibrated for each entry in each
delay table. Then, according to the input slew and output capaci-
tance values that were obtained for each cell in the previous step,
the coefficients associated with the nearest entry (or, entries with
interpolation) in the table will be applied to calculate the delay of
the cell.
The exposure field is then partitioned into rectangular grids.

For each grid, a variable di, j represents the amount of dose change
in the grid. Maximum circuit delay is captured using variables ap
that represent the arrival time at the output of each cell. When all
the variables are obtained, a quadratic programming problem in-
stance is generated by introducing the dose map correction range
constraints, dose map smoothness constraints, and the delay con-
straints, as well as the objective of minimizing the weighted sum
of circuit delay and total leakage power of all the cells. Finally,
a quadratic programming solver solves the problem and finds the
optimal dose change in each grid based on the original dose map,

from which the optimal dose map is calculated.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table 1: Characteristics of Artisan TSMC 90nm designs.
Design Chip Size (mm2) #Cell Instances #Nets
AES 0.25 21944 22581
JPEG 1.09 98555 105955

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed dose map optimiza-
tion algorithm, we first sweep the dose change from−5% to+5%
for all the rectangular grids in industrial testcase AES (shown in
Table 1) and perform timing analysis using Synopsys PrimeTime
(version Z-2006.12) [13] and leakage power estimation using Ca-
dence SOC Encounter (v06.10) [14]. The timing analysis and
leakage power estimation are based on pre-characterized cell li-
braries with gate length variants. Delay and leakage power results
are given in Table 2. “MCT” refers to minimum cycle time and
“Pleakage” refers to the total leakage power of all the cells. Ta-
ble 2 shows that timing yield improvement can be obtained at
the cost of leakage power increase, whereas leakage power re-
duction can be obtained at the cost of timing yield degradation.
Uniform dose change in all the rectangular grids cannot obtain
timing yield improvement without leakage power increase. How-
ever, our proposed dose map optimization algorithm can obtain
substantial timing yield improvement with little or no increase in
total leakage power.
The timing and leakage optimization flow is implemented in

C++ programming language and tested on industrial testcases as
given in Table 1. In the experiments, the smoothness bound δ
is set to be 2, and the dose sensitivity Ds is -2nm/%. The pa-
rameters Ap, αp and βp are calibrated using PrimeTime and SOC
Encounter based on the pre-characterized cell libraries. The pa-
rameter λ balances between timing and leakage power. Different
λ values are tested in our experiments, which show that increasing
λ results in better timing improvement but with degraded leakage
power optimization.6 Table 3 shows the dose map optimization
results. More than 8% improvement is obtained in minimum cy-
cle time with little or no degradation in total leakage power.

6. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel method to improve the timing yield

of the circuit as well as reduce total leakage power, using design-
aware dose map and dose map-aware placement optimization.
We focus mainly on the placement-aware dose map optimization.
The dose map-aware placement optimization is also attempted on
a placement-aware timing and leakage optimized dose map. The
proposed method is based on the fact that the exposure dose in
the exposure field can change the gate/transistor lengths of the
cells in the circuit, which is useful for optimization of gate delay
and gate leakage power. Experimental results showmore than 8%
improvement in minimum cycle time of the circuit at no cost of
leakage power increase. Our ongoing work includes the testing
of the proposed dose map-placement co-optimization system on
more test cases, especially on larger industrial 65nm designs.
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APPENDIX
A. DOSE MAP-AWARE PLACEMENT
A.1 Cell-Swapping Based Optimization
After a placement-specific dose map has been calculated, it is

natural to ask whether a dose map-specific placement can fur-
ther improve the result. In this section, we describe a simple cell
swapping-based dose map-aware placement (dosePl) optimiza-
tion. The dosePl problem can be stated as follows. Given the
original placement result and a timing and leakage-aware dose
map, determine cell pairs and swap those pairs for timing yield
improvement.
The basic idea behind the cell swapping-based optimization

method is to swap cells on timing-critical paths (referred to as
critical cells hereafter) to high-dose regions and non-critical cells
to low-dose regions, to further enhance the circuit performance.
We define the bounding box of a cell as the bounding box of all
the cell’s fanin cells and all of its fanout cells, as well as the cell
itself. Our intuition is that moving a cell within its bounding box
has lower likelihood of increasing total wire length or timing de-
lay than moving it outside the bounding box. Thus, we seek pairs
of cells celll with bounding box bl and cellm with bounding box

bm in different dose regions, such that celll is in bm and cellm is
in bl . With this restriction, we filter out candidate cell swaps that
are too disruptive to wirelength and timing.

Additional heuristics to avoid wirelength increase. When two
cells satisfy the condition that they are located in each other’s
bounding boxes, it is still possible for total wirelength to increase.
We thus adopt the following heuristics to further filter out un-
promising cell pairs.
(1) Distance between the two cells to be swapped. When the
distance between two cells is very large, the impact of cell swap-
ping on total wirelength is potentially large. Therefore, we avoid
considering swaps of cells that are far apart.7

(2) HPWL-based (half-perimeter wire length) wire length com-
parison. We may also filter cell swaps by computing updated
HPWL-based wirelength estimates; only if the estimated wire-
length increase for all incident nets is below a predefined thresh-
old (e.g., 20% in our experiments reported below) will the cell
swap be attempted.

On the number of swaps and cell priority. For a given criti-
cal path, several cell swaps may suffice to reduce the path delay,
and further cell swapping will introduce unnecessary wirelength
and leakage increase. So, an upper bound on the number of cells
swapped for each critical path is specified in our heuristic’s im-
plementation. The priority for a critical cell during swapping is
decided according to the following two factors.
(1) Number of critical paths that pass through the cell. The more
critical paths pass through a given cell, the more beneficial it is
to swap the cell to a higher-dose region. Higher priorities are
assigned to cells on a greater number of critical paths.
(2) Slack of critical paths. The larger the total path delay (=
smaller slack) of a given critical path, the more important it is to
swap cells on the path to achieve cell delay improvement. There-
fore, higher priority is assigned to cells on paths with greater tim-
ing criticality.
Based on the above two heuristic factors, critical cells are as-

signed weights as calculated in Equation (6) where Cl is the crit-
7In the experimental results below, this threshold is chosen pro-
portionally to the chip dimension divided by the square root of
gate count, which is about 13um for both design AES and JPEG.
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Table 4: Experimental results of dose map optimization followed by incremental placement process. The chip is partitioned into
20×50 rectangular grids and the dose correction range is ±5%.

Nom λ = 1.0 λ = 1.2 λ = 1.5
AES Lgate DMopt imp.(%) dosePl imp.(%) DMopt imp.(%) dosePl imp.(%) DMopt imp.(%) dosePl imp.(%)

MCT (ns) 1.990 1.825 8.310 1.811 9.002 1.819 8.622 1.807 9.194 1.805 9.327 1.799 9.617
Pleakage (uW) 2430.2 2350.8 3.270 2353.0 3.180 2382.2 1.975 2384.4 1.887 2433.6 -0.138 2435.1 -0.200
Runtime (s) – 232.667 3.392 310.786 3.317 141.948 4.902

Nom λ = 0.6 λ = 1.2 λ = 1.6
JPEG Lgate DMopt imp.(%) dosePl imp.(%) DMopt imp.(%) dosePl imp.(%) DMopt imp.(%) dosePl imp.(%)

MCT (ns) 2.906 2.776 4.480 2.761 4.989 2.687 7.536 2.668 8.179 2.670 8.124 2.647 8.910
Pleakage (uW) 4354.2 3817.1 12.336 3817.1 12.336 4182.1 3.953 4182.1 3.953 4343.2 0.252 4343.3 0.251
Runtime (s) – 1961.216 173.849 1946.394 131.202 1835.088 86.832

ical paths where celll is located. In our implementation, cells are
processed path by path (obtained from golden timing analysis), in
order from most timing-critical to least critical. Therefore, cells
on more critical paths always have higher priorities than cells on
less critical paths. For cells in the same critical path, they are
sorted in non-increasing order according to their weights.

W (celll) = ∑
celll∈Cl

e−slack(Cl) (6)

Algorithm 1 dosePl cell swapping heuristic for timing yield im-
provement.
1. Find cells in top K critical paths by golden timing analysis;
2. Compute weights for critical cells as in Equation (6);
3. Sort critical paths in non-decreasing order according to their slacks;
4. for k = 1 to K do
5. Sort the cells in critical path cl in non-increasing order according to their

weights;
6. for all cell celll ∈ critical path ck do
7. if # swapped cells in path ck n(ck) > γ1 then break; end if
8. Compute bounding box bl of cell celll in path ck ;
9. Get the set of rectangular grids R intersected with bl ;
10. Sort the grids in R in non-increasing order according to the dose d(r) in

each grid r;
11. Set f lag← false;
12. for all r ∈ R do
13. if d(r) < d(r(celll)) then break; end if
14. Sort the non-critical cells NC in grid r in non-decreasing order by

Manhattan distance from celll ;
15. for all cellm ∈ NC do
16. if dis(celll , cellm) > γ2 then break; end if
17. if celll ∈ bm and cellm ∈ bl and ΔHPWL(celll) < γ3 and

ΔHPWL(cellm) < γ3 then
18. Swap (celll , cellm);
19. Update the number of swapped cells n(cs) for all critical paths

cs such that celll ∈ cs;
20. Set f lag← true;
21. break;
22. end if
23. end for
24. if f lag= true then break; end if
25. end for
26. end for
27. end for

Pseudocode of the cell swapping heuristic: The pseudocode
of our cell swapping heuristic is presented as Algorithm 1. The
cell swapping process is based on the critical paths, which are first
sorted in non-increasing order according to their total path delays.
Cells of a given path are then swapped. Since it is not necessary
to swap all the cells in a critical path to improve the path’s tim-
ing, the number of cells swapped for each path is recorded and
the swapping process for a path is terminated when the number
of swapped cells reaches a user-defined parameter γ1 (in our ex-
periments, up to 0.2 × the cell count on the path). The swapping
process checks the bounding box constraint, the dose constraint,
the distance between candidate swapping pairs, and computes
HPWL-based wirelength increase when the pair is swapped. If
the candidate pairs pass all the checks, they will be swapped
and the corresponding critical paths are updated to record the
increased number of swapped pairs. The cell swapping process
continues until all critical paths are considered. When the swap-
ping process finishes, the perturbed placement is legalized and

routed by a standard placement tool’s ECO (Engineering Change
Order) placement and routing functionality. After final (ECO)
routing, golden timing analysis is performed with updated para-
sitics to evaluate the circuit delay improvement.
A.2 Experimental Results
The experimental results of dose map-placement co-optimiz-

ation are given in Table 4. From the results, DMopt can strongly
improve the timing yield considering the cost in leakage power
increase. Cell-swapping based dosePl further improves the result
up to 9.6% for AES and 8.9% for JPEG.
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Figure 6: Slack profiles of design AES before DMopt, after
DMopt and the biased design when all the gates in the top
10000 critical paths are enforced using maximum possible ex-
posure dose (+5%).
Figure 6 shows the slack profiles of design AES, including

(i) the original design, (ii) the design after dose map optimiza-
tion (λ = 1.5, dose correction range is ±5%, 20×50 rectangular
grids), and (iii) the design when all the gates in the top 10000 crit-
ical paths are enforced using maximum possible dose (i.e., +5%
on the original dose). The purpose of enforcing the maximum
possible exposure dose on the critical gates is to find out the op-
timization headroom left after DMopt process. From Figure 6,
the worst slack of the original design is improved significantly by
dose map optimization process. But, this lessens opportunity for
the following placement process. On the one hand, the difference
between the worst slacks of the dose-optimized design and the
biased design (“best” design) is quite small (less than 0.05ns);
on the other hand, in the dose map-optimized design, the num-
ber of critical paths, whose slack values are quite near the worst
slack value, is large. To further improve timing, the placement
process has to swap many cells to consider all the critical paths
with slack values near the worst case. This can introduce many
wire detours and make other non-critical paths become critical.
In light of the relatively small opportunity left for dosePl process,
the improvement confirms the effectiveness of the cell swapping
based algorithm.8

8We have also tried to follow the dose map-specific placement
ECO with another dose map optimization. However, this did not
result in any further improvement.
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